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Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday.     Instructing: Rex Carswell 

  Towing: Andrew Sunde 

                              Duty Pilot Nathan Graves 

Sunday.     Instructing: Andy McKay 

  Towing: Craig Rook 

                              Duty Pilot Campbell Hall  

MEMBERS NEWS 

WEDNESDAY  (Waitangi Day)  

Another fine summer day with not a cloud in the sky…..all day.  Yep you guessed it a blue day.  In reality it was 

a “thermals are everywhere day, absolutely brilliant for soaring”   The usual suspects grabbed the singles and, 

sadly, as Ivor Woodfield was instructing, Graham Lake was forced to have IV all to himself. 

Ivor himself continues:   Waitangi day dawned bright and sunny, and promised to be another good day for 

general gliding. Having visited base ops for the radio and to collect the days movements, I arrived at the field 

around 9am to find I was not the first there. Gliders were extracted and DI'd, tractors were DI'd and 

refuelled, and everything then dragged down to the far end. First flight of the day launched around 11, with 

David Grey doing a couple of circuits. Soon the singles were airborne, with Ian O'Keefe getting over an hour in 

MP and Mark Belcher a similar amount of time in VF. Gradually conditions improved, and while I was helping a 

variety of people improved their circuit flying skills, Gary Patten, Graham Lake and Steve Foreman managed 

around 2 hours each in MP, IV and VF 

respectively. 

 

While that was happening, Chelle 

Thomson went up with Ray for a circuit, 

which went well, followed by a simulated 

low level rope-break, which was similarly 

successful. Ray then climbed out and sent 

Chelle off on her first solo .. a 1500' 

release and well flown return to a good 

landing. Well done Rochelle. Over the 

next couple of hours we had several more 

flights, including some good thermalling 

from new member Richard Pitt, a trial 

flight and an 'interesting' flight in which 

Ray made a valiant attempt to assess 

Derry's piloting skills ... 

 

Chelle went up for another successful solo, and there were a few final short flights, with the last flight of 

the day landing well after 7pm.  A total of 8 hours flying and 23 launches, with flight times ranging from 4 up 

to 165 minutes. And still after all that we found time for a few beers and some compulsory gossip. All in all 

another successful club day.  23 flights in all. 

SATURDAY  Instructor Peter Coveney starts us off 

Weather predictions were for a good day for gliding and Gary Patten announced an attempt at his 50km 

distance towards his Silver C badge. However first item on the agenda for Saturday was getting another coat 



of paint on the hangar roof. By the time I arrived (after some drama with one of our cats) there was a good 

crowd present and paint being applied. I worked with Derry to get the roller on a stick doing the job and with 

several other teams going strong we were able to stand back and admire our handy work by 11am. At this point 

refreshments were served courtesy of the ladies. Gary meanwhile began prepping MP and himself for the task 

ahead and then Steve Foreman set himself the same task with VF.  Graham Lake washed IV. 

The thermals were starting to 

develop nicely heading north so with 

a bit of luck and flying skills a flight 

north of Orewa was on the cards. 

Both guys had selected Springhill 

Airfield as the destination or 

turnpoint and a start point of 

somewhere on the Whenuapai side 

of the Upper Harbour.  

 It was past 12 noon by the time 

Gary was airborne behind Andrew in 

RDW. Next up was a 1500 ft check 

flight for Rochelle who had done 2 

flights solo on Waitangi Day. That 

went very well so I secured the rear 

cockpit and sent her off to complete 

her third flight. This meant after 

answering 10 easy questions from 

the A or B syllabus she would be 

granted her A Certificate. 

Congratulations Rochelle. You can 

call yourself a glider pilot. 

Steve got away in VF and both 

singles spent quite a bit of time getting up to over 3000 ft before heading north. Graham Lake took to the 

skies in IV and wasn’t seen much for nearly 4 hours. The rest of us spent the day chatting and wondering how 

the guys were going getting up to Springhill. We did change vectors a couple of times. Then came news. MP 

landed out at Springhill! Gary had made it 

and was requesting a tow back home. 

Andrew quickly jumped into RDW and was 

off. Of course that meant that we had no 

towplane for a while so there was no point 

in Ian O’Keefe and Genny Healey coming 

back after an hour so they stayed up for 

over 2 hours and 20 min. Genny really 

enjoyed that! 

Steve had pushed past Springhill to 

Wellsford and using the higher airspace 

limit had reached over 4500ft to achieve 

his Silver C gain of height to add to his 

just achieved distance. Now he decided to 

save a few bucks and waving Sayonara to 

Gary below he followed promising clouds 

all the way home. 

 Other flights were a brief 17 minute flight with Mark Belcher to get some B Cert stuff signed off and a 

1000 ft circuit with Tony Prentice who did a fairly good landing. And that was it for Saturday. Heartiest 

Steve Foreman and Gary Patten 50km for both of them 



Congrats to our 3 achievers today. Silver C, 50km and A Cert all on one day!  Only 9 flights for the day, 

nothing like a few long flights 50kms and such to cut down on launches. 

Towie Andrew Sunde continues:   Like all good tow pilots, I find it's important to keep a low profile on club 

working bee days. This in mind I turn up late morning on Saturday expecting the hangar to be gleaming with 

fresh paint and no further work required. 2 hours later I'm still up a ladder toiling in the sun. I'll have to do 

better next time.  (Good scheme spoiled by finding the tugmaster cracking the whip around his errant towies) 
Once we did start flying, there was a fair amount of lift around to keep everyone happy. Gary made it to 

Springhill but needed a ride back, so I whipped up there in the tow plane. The grass strip alongside the seal 

was well maintained and, at roughly 800 meters, long enough for us to launch. We employed a couple of 

enthusiastic model aircraft flyers to run the wings, one of them had a model jet that could crack 160 mph he 

reckoned. Taking off into wind towards the south also meant taking off into the hills so a bit of dirt dodging 

on the climb out was required. 28 minutes later we were back over Whenuapai, my first aero tow of any 

significance. It's a slow trip at 70 kts!      

SUNDAY  Instructor Ray Burns found the crayons 

What a cracker Day.  Number one son and I arrived about 0830.  After drawing the key and the radio we 

arrived at the Hangar just in time to watch a Boeing departure up close.  I thought it was pretty great and 

Matt, well I think he just indulged my passion.  Some problem with the genes somewhere along the line there. 

First job after watching the Boeing was a trip to the petrol station for Diesel, Yellow tractor and RDW fuel.  

Upon our return the hardy started to arrive, Rex, Tony, Chelle and Dave F.  We stood on the ground for a 

little while trying to decide what the wind was doing.  After a sustained period of 08ness from the 26 

windsock we all trundled down to the other end; disconcertingly passing number of lighties – (backtracking !!) 

only to find the western windsock showing definite 26ness.  There was certainly not much of it and Base Ops 

had elected for 08 as well so we decided to set up camp and give it a crack.  

After much umming and ahhing about who wanted to do what and when Burns Junior piped up and asked if he 

could go (a first – usually it’s “No thank you” when I ask him if he wants to fly).  Never one to let an 

opportunity pass we jumped in and got ourselves airborne.  No sudden movements, no tight turns, make it as 

comfortable as possible – oh we’re going up – all the way to 3400 in very lazy turns.  We spent some time 

lazing around Paremoremo and then gently dropped down below 2500 so we could get under the height 

restriction and then pottered out around our house in Hobsonville and then a rejoin for home.  37 easy 

minutes.  “how was that?”  - “yeah ah good Dad”.  High praise indeed. 

 

Burns laid back instructing technique 



From then on it was rush to get up.  There was so much lift about.  Dave F, Kishan, Graham, Ivor and Steve all 

gave the singles a thrashing while Tony, Richard, Genny and Chelle performed a variety of exercises in the 

twin. We hosted Nick and his family for a trial flight, another promising to come back Dave Todd dropped out 

for a couple of pax flights but only managed one after a flat tyre in RDW necessitated a lull in proceedings.  

The westerly sea breeze marched it’s way in during the afternoon and by 1600 the substantial lift that was 

about had disappeared.  RDW got fixed just in time to take Jarod Irving, one of our friendly local firemen, 

for a trial flight.  The day ended with a bunch of spins, stalls and steep turns from the back seat for Steve F 

landing at 1909hrs as he managed his back seat pax rating. 

A very pleasant day ended with the usual ale.  Longest flight honors to Ivor in GVF at six minutes over two 

hours.  Shut up shop and keys returned at 2015.  15 Flights in all 

CHELLE HAS GONE SOLO 

 

Wednesday was beautiful, a great day for a solo flight. There was a light breath of a slightly South east 

crosswind, perfect for me having done so many flights in crosswinds recently. Ray had just put me through a 

check flight and my second simulated low level launch failure flight (my last was in 2011, well overdue for a 

practice). "Well I'm comfortable you're not going to kill yourself." Thanks for the vote of confidence, Ray! 

After that the rest is a bit of a blur. I had enough time to text Campbell and Greg to tell them I was finally 

going solo, as well as tell everyone else waiting at the caravan, and then Ray waited for me to strap in and sent 

me off.  

 

The whole flight was magic. I remember almost 3 years ago just having joined the club, holding my hand over 

my mouth to keep myself from shrieking in delight. This experience was that feeling, all over again. It was 

brilliant. I rediscovered the joy of flight :) 

 

Between the perfected radio calls and the "first solo" pressure, there wasn't much to think about, besides 

getting the glider safely on the ground. It wasn't a huge challenge, I knew what I was doing and the only 

component the glider was missing was the lead weight in the back seat - the glorious instructor. No big deal. 

In a cool seven minutes I had the glider on the field and came back to handshakes, congratulations and 

comments about my near perfect landing.  

 

I enjoyed my first solo so much I was back 

up later that afternoon for my second one, 

and signed off the third on Saturday. It 

definitely boosted my confidence in my 

flying, and my radio calls have also 

improved by miles (thanks to Graham Lake 

for that one). 

 

So after nearly 3 years, I'm A cert 

qualified, and just like Dad predicted, I 

was solo before I was fully licensed to 

drive!  It's been a long journey, contending 

with school and cadets for my time and 

commitment but I got there in the end and 

I'm so glad I stuck with it. It's been really 

rewarding. 

 

I’d like to say a huge thanks to all the lovely instructors, tow pilots and ground crew who have taught me 

everything I know, and have given me enough stick to encourage me to keep at it. I particularly remember a 

certain tug master's comments about my aerotow, but it definitely does click all of a sudden and you really do 

get in behind like you're meant to. It is a hard slog but once you get started every little bit helps and all the 

tips I picked up from everyone enabled me to clean up my flying and perfect it along the way. 

 



For all of you wondering, yes I will keep flying. I'm well and truly hooked, and I wouldn't miss it for the world! 

 

THE GREAT HANGAR REPAINT 

 

What a magnificent club effort, plenty of folks there at 0800 and gliders out of the hangar and we got 

organized.  This time we knew how to do the job had some extra ladders and were already to go.  We even had 

to wait 15 minutes or so to let the dew dry off the roof.  Some quick organising and we hoed in making great 

progress.  We soon had folks round the other side and the whole job finished by 1100.   

 

This was a real whole of club effort with almost every member turning up for one or both days.  Those who 

could not were out of town or working.   Great club spirit and we enjoyed the fruit loaf and sausage rolls that 

formed morning tea.  We had even managed to point one of our painters at DI the gliders.  And we got gliding 

almost at our normal time.   

 

Many thanks to all who came and helped.  A truly magnificent club effort. 

 

 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK.  Found this in the latest Vintage Kiwi 
 

…….Derry Belcher flying his Briegleb 12-16 [often referred to as the’ Flying Forest] …….. 

 

See you at the field 

 

WARM AIR                       

 

Next week: 50KM stories 



 

You can tell a lot about a woman’s mood just by her hands. 

For instance if they are holding a gun she is probably angry 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROSTER BELOW 
 



 
DUTY ROSTER FOR FEBRUARY, MARCH, APRIL 2013  

            

Month Date Time Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot 

WAITANGI  6 am D Grey I Woodfield/R Burns P Thorpe 
DAY   pm       

  9 am N Graves R Carswell A Sunde 
    pm       

  10 am R Thonson R Burns R Carswell 
    pm        

  16 am G Healey R Carswell A Sunde 
    pm       

  17 am G Hodge A McKay C Rook 
    pm       

  23 am E McPherson D Todd G Lake 
    pm       

  24 am M Belcher L Page A Sunde 
    pm       

  2 am T O'Rourke S Wallace P Thorpe 
MARCH   pm       

  3 am I O'Keefe I Woodfield R Carswell 

    pm       

  9 am S Foreman P Coveney R Brookes 
    pm       

  10 am K Pillai R Carswell M Oliver 
    pm       

  16 am J Pote R Burns C Rook 

    pm       

  17 am T Prentice L Page G Lake 
  pm       

  23 am J Rosenfeldt S Wallace R Carswell 
    pm       

  24 am G Rosenfeldt I Woodfield A Sunde 

    pm       

  29 am S Saunders P Thorpe C Rook 

    pm       

EASTER 30 am R Struyck D Todd R Brookes 
    pm       

WEEKEND 31 am R Whitby R Carswell M Oliver 
    pm       

  1 am K Bhashyam P Coveney A Sunde 
APRIL   pm       

  6 am S Foreman R Burns P Thorpe 
    pm       

  7 am D Foxcroft I Woodfield G Lake 

    pm       

  13 am D Grey L Page R Carswell 
    pm       

  14 am G Patten S Wallace R Brookes 
    pm       

  20 am C Hall P Thorpe C Rook 
    pm       

  21 am G Healey D Todd G Lake 
    pm       

ANZAC 25 am G Hodge L Page R Brookes 
DAY   pm       

  27 am E McPherson P Coveney P Thorpe 
    pm       

  28 am C Hall I Woodfield M Oliver 
    pm       

 

 


